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About This Software

ASMR Universe is back. Now with more sounds and workshop support!

ASMR

Autonomous sensory meridian response (ASMR) is defined as pleasurable tingling sensations in the head, scalp, back, or
anywhere in the body in response to visual, auditory, tactile, olfactory, or cognitive stimuli.

ASMR also aids in relaxation and sleep. Many people experience ASMR differently so there are a wide array of sounds
included, all sounds can also be pitch-shifted; this way virtually any sound can be made into something relaxing. ASMR

Universe gives the user the power to shape a complete universe of sounds.

Features

  More Than 300 Sounds

  Share your creations with the Steam Workshop (However, you cannot share custom sounds this way because of legal
reasons)

  The ability to create sounds paths which moves the sounds across a sound space through different speakers/audio
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space(left, right, behind, etc)

  The Ability to Save and Load Universes

  Sounds can be recorded with 'r' and will be saved as a wav file in the game's installation directory

  Characters can be selected using keys 1-8

  Relax At Home, Work, While You Game

  Add custom sounds(These can be mp3, ogg or wav format) - however saving and sharing is not supported with custom
sounds for legal reasons.
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Would love to hear some better quality sounds and more choices for nature realted options.
I love the idea of this and has great potential, will be good after some updates and more sounds added etc

Hope this gets picks up and gets updated well.. bad quality random sounds, most of those are recorded with annoying
background noise,
most of the sound samples are not relaxing at all, annoying cheap circus sounds.

A lot of good quality binaural field audio are on the youtube. it is nowhere from that.
Those guys make investments of high quality binaural microphones.
ASMR Universe is a cheap piece of junk, drag and drop and click events with cheap stock sounds.
. Awesome Game Its funny and weird .. And its so easy to use, Even if you made a mistake it sounds like a masterpiece

 its been 2 days since i bought this game and now i have like 8 diferent Themes , Horror , Action, Nature, and much more !

I Recomment this game for your Friends or family.

Thank you !
And Have a Nice Day !. there are more good then bad reviews and to be honest it doesnt deserve the good one

dont get me wrong the sounds are great but the controls arent so i wouldnt recommend it. Actually absorbed by the creativity
and bought without any hesitation.
Seems that UI is better than version 1 , but there is lots of loops with flaws in it.
Some of them cannot catch the previous loop prefectly , and the BPM of them are different so that cannot match in a smooth
way.
I wont return ASMR universe but reserve the NOT RECOMMEND until it develop more complete.
Hope it better!. 6\/10

ASMR is quite weird.
A great little app to get started exploring AMSR (Autonomous Sensory Meridian Response).

Using this and listening to the loops as you add sounds and move them around te "sound universe"is like rebooting your mind.
Particularly with headphones. And it comes with 7.1 support.
A few minutes toying with this and I'm all chilled out and my three dogs have wandered into the room and gone to sleep.

Handy for making sound effects and background sound loops for your games too, you can record output as a WAV file simply
by pressing 'R'.

The Dev has made this with unity,and it has a nice feel to it, almost everything is very intuitive.
There is no manual as such, but a useful help tab in the edit screen which covers everything you need to know in a brief clear
way.

You can save your "sound universes" to the steam workshop, save them on your pc, or record them as audio tracks. In addition
you can import sounds, loops or beats in several audio formats, inclusding OGG into a custom sound library accessed under a
separate tab. (You can't share universes with imported custom sounds to the workshop for legal reasons).
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